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skill in games, or even ingenuity in wickedness. And yet the
discovery of the real leaders is not always a simple matter.
It happens not infrequently that the apparent leader—a
cheery, boisterous, muscular fellow—is only the puppet of
a quiet person who likes to wield power without caring
whether or not he has the appearance of doing so. We may
readily enough find instances of such partnerships among our
pupils.
Now we have seen that the purpose of a social group as a
whole tends to assimilate itself to the purpose of its own natural
leaders.    This fact, however, frequently creates a difficulty
in school, for there the dominant purpose which must be
followed out is that of the teacher, who is  the accredited
representative  of the wider society.    Yet undoubtedly the
class and the school work and play best under their own
leaders.    There may thus be a clash of the teacher's purpose
with that of the group leaders.    Can the teacher hope to solve
the difficulty by himself assuming the rdle of natural leader of ^
the school group?   As a rule this is difficult, if only because
of the difference in his age, experience, and position.   Some
teachers do attempt a solution on such lines, making them
selves actual members of the group, playing games with theii
pupils, and co-operating with them in every possible way,
seeking and occasionally finding the secret of perpetual youth.
Certainly a young and popular master may do this, but every
year the gap between him and his pupils is bound to widen,
and the method become more and more difficult.    The master
is seldom accepted as leader by the rank and file of his pupils.
A more hopeful line of solution is for him to become the leader
of the leaders, to imbue them with his own purpose, to enlist
their natural prestige and authority on his side.    He should
therefore give real responsibility to such leaders when he has
found them, even although they may previously have been
using their position against him.    All real schemes of self-
government are helpful in this connexion.   The natural leaders
will be elected as prefects, and, if wisely handled by the master,
will be ranged on the side of law and order.    They seldom
betray the trust and confidence reposed in them, and readily

